Dear Authors,

IJAHUC PAAP'18 Special Issue Call for Papers is starting.

Conference papers may only be submitted if the paper has been completely re-written (taken to mean more than 50%)

Important dates:
Manuscripts due by: 15 March, 2019
Notification to authors: 15 April, 2019
Final versions due by: 1 June, 2019

Please go to the following website
http://www.inderscience.com/info/inauthors/author_submit.php

1. On the right hand side For Authors: Click Online submission: new author registration to do registration
2. Supposed you have registered: Click Registered authors log in here to log into the system
3. On the left hand side Click author to do submission
4. On the left hand side Click Submit
5. Following Step 1 to Step 4 to finish the submission.
6. On Step 1, Parts B and D. are noted in the following.